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The bottom half of all my prints are blurry, the user complains about supporting pilot fish. Orders a replacement drum for the printer, but it doesn't help. Not even a new printer. So he goes to her office and asks her to print something. As the paper starts to pop up, says the fish, he pulls it out of the printer and says, See
what I mean? Heavy! The user asks pi-lot fish to replace this small company's backup software with a version that works with recordable CDs. But why? The old solution worked perfectly, says Fish, But i saved the daily backups on a removable hard drive, and the secretary got home in the evening. She told me the hard
drive weighed he lot in her purse. Notes, Shmotes, I want lotus! Ceo tells his IT manager that he wants to switch from Novell GroupWise to Lotus because he is more familiar with Lotus. Not wanting to challenge the CEO, we conscientiously installed a new note server and trained 500 users, says Pilot Fish. Then it's time
to train the CEO - who asks, Where are the other design functions? He says fish, that's when we realized that all the CEO really wanted was Lotus Organizer on his desktop. Cut it out! Boss's computer isn't working, the frantic receptionist tells it pilot Fish. Every time he tries to do something, he talks to him with your
voice. The tangled fish control it, and it's definitely his voice. Then I remembered: When I was setting up, I'd record the message, Hey, cut that out! and set it up as the alarm for critical errors, says the catch. My boss had managed to break the computer to the point that everything he did was a critical mistake. Eh? This
army hospital commander likes voice recognition software for dictating notes, so he instructs three IT employees to operate. One was from the Indian subcontinent, one from the Far East and one, although US-born, had a strong regional accent, reports a fish pilot. They took turns reading the training paragraphs in the
system. For some reason, it never seemed to work properly. Lost in Time User calls the fish pilot help desk to ask if something is wrong with the mail server. My e-mails come with next week's date, he says to the fish. It's March 31st, isn't it? No, it says fish, it's April 7th. She's grumbling fish, then she realizes she forgot to
change her calendar. Feed the Shark! Send your true story about IT life to sharky@computerworld.com. You'll catch an elegant shark shirt if you And check out the daily food, browse the Sharkives and sign up for shark tank delivery at home in computerworld.com/sharky. Copyright © 2003 IDG Communications, Inc. You
can't win this. Self-service is not our thing. As for the pilot fish, very little shock. It's not the best decision ever made. I guess he was vague about the concept. But you did demo this way. It's a whole new class of pc abuse. The legal mind at work. No, no, no, no, act remains unpunished. Brute force is rarely a good idea in
computer science. He always gets up on the wrong side of the bed. I don't think you understand my question. But it's a good lesson in humility. I think I met all the requirements perfectly. Logic takes you so far, my dear Watson. It's a whole new world in this place. Speed is so relative. You could have told us a week ago.
Simple math logs a computer system. They always say, if you want a job done properly... Load More Get great products – from professionals to the art of buying stuff online – delivered to your inbox! It's not easy to get into shark tank. | ABC ever wonder how to get on Shark Tank? Well, you and a few other hundreds of
thousands of applicants each season feel the same way. The show, which introduced American households to highly successful products such as Daddy's Scrub and Tipsy Elves, consistently attracts millions of viewers each week. It's the kind of game that changes exposure and publicity that could become the big break
your newest business idea needs. But, like many reality shows, getting face time with investor sharks for Shark Tank is easier said than done. The application process aims to test even the most motivated entrepreneurs. And without a little inside information, you're unlikely to get over it from the original application.
Luckily, the cheat sheet got down to nitty-gritty about how you can increase your chances of getting on the show, including some fun events you probably never knew about the process. Read on the step-by-step approach, highlighting everything from applying and auditioning for secrets to getting your pitch accepted by
one of the sharks. 1. Choose the poison of your application Interested entrepreneurs have the option to apply for email or attend an open casting invitation to apply for Shark Tank. Regardless of the method you chose, all applicants must first complete the 17-page, handwritten application. Sure, there are the standard
things like your business name, gross profit, the stage your company is in, and the number of years in the business. But the show also digs into your past with a background check, searching for open restraining orders or previous felony convictions. Then you can sign your life off, promising the rights to your audition
video and not sue. Next: What happens when you do it through step one 2. You're going to shoot twice. You're ready to take your step more than once. | ABC Whether you're invited to move on to an open casting call or asked to provide additional information from a producer, applicants should be willing to drop their idea
more than once. Of course, you need to bring the heat in front of the sharks during filming (more on that later), but the show will also ask for an additional step during the application process as a way to further weed out the candidates. Candidates. either live or videotaped by the operators themselves and sent directly to
a producer. Next: One way you could skip the application process entirely 3. You could get on the show without even the Creators app from xCraft was scouted away from Kickstarter. | ABC A selection few are really picked by the producers. They often follow crowdfunding websites and other trade shows to recruit new
companies with investment interests. In fact, the founders of phone drone company xCraft were tracked down on Kickstarter to appear on the show and got a $1.5 million deal from all five sharks as a result. Next: See how long the application process takes. 4. Be prepared to invest months in your application The show
only wants dedicated candidates. | ABC Jamie Siminoff, Season 5 contestant and inventor of a video doorbell app, tells Business Insider the application process took 18 months. ZinePak co-founders Brittany Hodak and Kim Kaupe, who also appeared in Season 5 said Entrepreneur was required to free up to 35 days to
shoot in Los Angeles, just in case. And don't expect forgiving application time frames from your producer contact either. Shark Tank's deadlines are particularly brutal and captured in a way that peels out half-hearted candidates. Next: Is the show worth it? 5. Practice and prepare You need to know your stuff. | ABC As
you can probably already say, getting on Shark Tank is not for the faint of heart. Both the former contestants and the producers note that you can't get over that kind of thing and come out victorious. The ZinePak founders advise in their interview with the entrepreneur that prospective hopefuls really need to know their
stuff. They spent countless hours with their CPA to ensure they understood their finances inside and out. And researching sharks individually to decide if they would even care about your product doesn't hurt either. Next: Inside information on court 6. Your field will last about 60 minutes. | Shark Tank via Facebook Just
like viewers, investors in the show know nothing about their entrepreneurs or products until they enter the room and begin their step. Producers believe this makes for better TV when sharks learn about companies alongside viewers. But the 10-minute pitch seen on TV usually lasts about an hour in real time, according to
Business Insider. Editors remove most of the material - such as financial nitty-gritty - that viewers won't understand and leave just the good stuff. Next: The downside of reality TV 7. Not all parts shot do it in the air Not all do it in the air. | ABC Hours of preparation and practice pitches don't guarantee your department will
do it on air. It has been reported that film producers way more segments than actually debut on TV. Of the 100,000 companies that applied for a place in season 6, 200 were invited to Los Angeles, and only 120 company sessions with sharks made in the air. So yes, you could spend months preparing for a stadium in
front of investors and still fail to get your product in front of the nearly 8 million viewers across America. But this is showbiz. Next: The best way to create a tempting pitch 8. Pitch to the audience You're catering to the average American. | ABC's Shark Tank via Instagram One of the most important things that dreamers
need to know when talking about how to get on Shark Tank is the audience we're talking about. Siminoff advises entrepreneurs to decide if the show is even worth their time before they begin the arduous application process. Shark Tank serves the average American household. Therefore, it says any and all
grandmothers should be able to understand - and find value in - your product. What are some of the most successful products that overflow with instant value to appear on the show? The sponge company Scrub Daddy that Shark Lori Greiner invested in is now making over $75 million in revenue. And Bubba's-Q
Boneless Ribs, now available in groceries nationwide, has made over $200 million in lifetime sales. Next: See why embedding a single-line zinger is the key. 9. You have a killer hook You know how to draw the Sharks (and the public). | ABC It's the pitch of a proposal, or the unforgettable hook, that will spark the Sharks'
interest. Filming for the show is packed in just 17 12-hour days, with investors listening to nearly 100 posts. That means candidates have to stand out from the rest if they hope to make it. Siminoff used his one-liner for producers who claim, Sharks, invest in me, and the next time you hear a 'ding, it will be a 'cha-ching.
He's convinced it's what got him on the show. Next: Personality over everything 10. Show personality personality is everything. | ABC Scott Salyers, the supervising casting producer for Shark Tank, says one of the keys to getting a stadium accepted by producers is to show personality. Saliers tells The Entrepreneur that
he's ready to go on a pitch for the next Uber if he thinks the founder won't perform well in front of the cameras. Next: The next key to success is all about a human element. 11. Be natural and human They are interesting places that impress people. | ABC Part of preparing for your TV time is to be ready to respond to
questions, knowing your product's pitch inside and out. Salyers confesses that he deliberately tries to interrupt applicants he feels have watched too many casting films to sound authentic on their own. Robots don't make good TV. It's the entrepreneurs who can adapt when thrown out of their mid-pitch game, retain a
human element to their stories, and avoid the overly rehearsed interview techniques that make it past its tough control process. Next: The who do or do not receive offers for the show 12. Know which products don't normally see success pet products don't tend to do well. | Shark Tank ABC via Instagram A crucial element
to appearing at Shark Tank is understanding which products are getting offers. The show is not in the business of tossing some ridiculous ideas into the mix for ratings. He's looking for consumer-related projects today. Salys suggests steering clear of baby and pet products. And these company B2B products? It's also a
waste of time. Next: The true art of the deal 13. Don't ask the moon to be realistic. | ABC One of the biggest tips on how to get on Shark Tank involves a bit of strategy. You already know that both producers and sharks want people with guts. But when you get Sharks itching to make the deal, it's best to be careful, or



even better have expectations offer according to where your company is at. Salyers says best: Don't ask for a million dollars for 10% of your company if you haven't sold anything. You're not getting that. Next: So you have a deal 14. Your deal isn't guaranteed that many people will go public. | ABC Definitely doesn't have
to make a deal on the show if you don't want to. Even Shark Mark Cuban knows many investors simply use the show's popularity as free publicity. For example, the karaoke founders of the company Singtrix accidentally confessed to using the show for publicity on Twitter after their Season 6 appearance. The game
doesn't end with a deal. In fact, your plans could unravel once the cameras stop rolling. After shooting wrappers, the Sharks will confirm the businessman's claims are valid before securing the deal. But not all deals are closed. Shark Daymond John says about 80% of season 7 deals were closed, from previous seasons,
Inc. reports. Next: What getting a deal really means to the founder of company 15. You really give control of your company to the Sharks, they know you're giving up control. | ABC Founders hoping to score a lucrative deal with investors need to be prepared for an intense, hands-on partnership with the pros. And for
some who have spent important parts of their lives building a brand on their own, it can be a hard pill to swallow. Before you apply, consider whether targeted professional insight is worth giving up some control of your business. The Cuban team is known for taking over important sectors of the in which it invests, including
accounting, websites and packaging design. He says Inc. is all part of his plan to build successful businesses. We realize that by taking the back office out of their hands, they can focus on basic skills, he says. Greiner makes herself personally available to each of her entrepreneurs, day or night, for help, according to
Business Insider. And John confesses to spending. Spends. 12 hours of work on things related to the show every week. Follow Lauren on Twitter @la_hamer. Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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